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New Inspiration: Simple but Effective
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And can make $
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Background: Architecture
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Hyperledger-Fabric Roadmap & Releases

Jul Sept Dec Mar Aug Oct Nov Jan Feb 

•  Custom events 
•  Version indicator (log 

and cli) 
•  CC deploy SDK API 

•  Enhance Ledger API 
•  Status codes & msg’s 
•  Event listener SDK 

•  Consensus 1 
•  Life-cycle SCC 
•  Error handling 
•  Tx simulation rw-set 
•  File-based datastore 

•  Enhance protocol 
•  Life-cycle SCC 
•  SDK specification 
•  Member services 1 

•  ACL 
•  Consensus 2 
•  HSM support PKCS11 

•  Auditability API 
•  State cache 
•  Archive/prune TX 

•  Upgrade Fabric 
•  Member services 2 

•  Bug fixes 
•  Sec code hardening 

•  Bug fixes 

V0.6 D-Preview V0.1 Alpha V0.7 D-Preview V0.3 Alpha V0.2 Alpha V0.1 Beta V0.2 Beta V1.0 
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Transaction Defined

•  Transaction is a chaincode function call
–  transaction : [ledger] <proposal> <endorsements>
–  proposal : [channel,] chaincode, <function-spec>
–  function-spec: function name, arguments
–  endorsements : proposal hash, simulation result, signature

•  Each chaincode may be associated with an endorsement and validation system 
chaincode (ESCC, VSCC)
–  ESCC decides how to endorse a proposal (including simulation and app specifics)
–  VSCC decides transaction validity (including correctness of endorsements)
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Endorsement and Validation Policy

•  Each chaincode is associated with an Endorsement and Validation system chaincode, which 
customers may modify, add more or remove existing ones
–  A chaincode’s endorsement and validation should be fixed at chaincode deployment rather than 

per transaction to avoid inconsistency
–  ESCC endorses a transaction, and VSCC validates the transaction according to the 

endorsement policy
•  We should provide the following implementations of ESCC and VSCC pairs

–  At least 1 valid signature
–  All endorsers must sign and must be valid
–  Explicit list of signatures; the list is configured as a transaction on the ESCC
–  Percent of valid signatures (eg 80%); the percentage is specified in a transaction

•  To find ESCC and VSCC associated with a chaincode, query the chaincode deployment 
transaction by sending a query Proposal to the Lifecycle system chaincode
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Endorse Transactions

•  SDK sends Proposal to Peers 
based on the chaincode’s 
endorsement policy
–  A peer may relay Proposal on 

client behalf

•  Endorser system chaincode 
(ESCC) processes the 
endorsement
–  ESCC provides ability to 

customize endorsement

–  Default logic will just sign the 
Proposal Response

•  Client/SDK decides 
transaction content if 
endorsement satisfied
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Commit Transactions

•  Committing a transaction involves 
validating each transaction read/
write-set and endorsements 

•  Committer calls Validator system 
chaincode (VSCC) to validate the 
block
– VSCC may perform more 

sophisticated validation (eg 
executing script OP_CHECKSIG in 
Bitcoin)

•  Commit the block
•  Emit events (block, custom)
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Chaincode Deployment Proposal

•  Proposal is a call 
specification to the Life-
Cycle System Chaincode 
LCCC to deploy a user 
chaincode (UCC)

•  LCCC creates version 
record (version, ucc hash, 
name) in read-write set

•  LCCC removes container 
before returning
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Chaincode Deployment Transaction

•  Deployment 
transaction records the 
chaincode address and 
its initial values onto 
the ledger

•  If the transaction has 
been successfully 
committed, launch the 
container
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Membership Services

•  Optional  (may use your own CA providers)
•  Implemented as a library
•  Flexible deployment

–  Can be enabled in Peer, Consenter, or a separate exec
–  1 or multiple providers

•  Policy determines how a member may join the network
–  Unanimous: all current members must agree before the operation is performed
–  Percentage: percent of the current group members must agree
–  List <cert>: Listed members must agree

•  For more detail
–  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1TRYHcaT8yMn8MZlDtreqzkDcXx0WI50AV2JpAcvAM5w/edit#
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Bootstrap Consenters

•  To participate, a consenter needs a Enrollment certificate and TLS certificate
•  A consenter may enable membership services for self-enrollment
•  Additional consenter enrolls with the first consenter or enable membership 

services for self-enrollment

•  PBFT requires a white-list of members as part of bootstrap configuration
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Bootstrap Peers

•  Similar to consenters, Peers may start own membership services or leverage 
consenter membership services

•  New peer performs state transfer from the current block, which is received from the 
consenter, backward to block that the peer has, while queuing new blocks from 
consenter
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Upgrade Chaincode

•  Upgrade is to deploy a new version of a chaincode with the same name, 
where version could be the hash of the chaincode source or a mapped name 
maintained by Life Cycle System Chaincode

•  Read-write set includes the version of the chaincode used in simulation as 
part of the validation record

•  Any transaction referencing the old version is invalid during validation; ie the 
chaincode has been upgraded while the transaction waiting to be consented
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Query vs Proposal

•  Committer provides gRPC interface for structure queries (block, transaction)
– All APIs require tcert and signature

– Transactions might be encrypted (eg, originally submitted form)

•  Endorser enables client to “call” chaincode via endorsement proposal from 
which chaincode may return result
– Application may call multiple endorsers to get “strong read”
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Access control (cc, API, event) system chaincode

•  Use attributes from transactor’s certificate to control access from chaincodes
•  Use ACL-system chaincode to specify who can access ledger and events via 

attributes and certificates
– ACL-transactions modify access. For example, application may send a transaction 

to ACL SCC to add/remove a list of attributes or certificates allowed to access a 
sub-ledger. Calling an API to access a block will call ACL SCC to check access 
control on the caller’s certificate

– Match attribute first; if not found, then try individual certificate
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Isolation: Subledger and Consensus Channel

•  By default, Fabric network has 1 ledger, called system 
ledger, and 1 consensus channel

•  A subledger may be created and bound to a 
consensus channel

•  Subledger isolates private chaincodes and 
transactions
–  A chaincode deployed on a subledger may only run on that 

subledger
–  A chaincode may only call other chaincodes deployed on 

the same subledger or system ledger
–  System chaincode and chaincodes on system ledger may 

run on any subledger, but private chaincodes may not run 
on system ledger
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Multi-Channel and Sub-ledger

•  Application may create a sub-ledger as follow
–  Submit a Proposal to a subset of peers, who are stake-holders of the sub-ledger
– Wait for all endorsements to comeback then call API to create a channel with the subset 

of peers as input (peer ecerts). Meanwhile peers join the channel
–  Submit the transaction on the channel; only those specified peers can receive the 

transaction
•  A channel is an abstraction; all peers connected to consensus service. 

Transactions are broadcasted on a channel, ordered and delivered within that 
channel to the specified peers
– Consenters clean up any channels not in use
–  An existing channel can be re-activated any time a transaction received on the channel, 

assuming that peers connect back in time
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Subledger and System Ledger

Peer 1 Peer 2 Peer 3 Peer 4 

System Ledger for cc1 on Peer 1, 2, 3, and 4, listening on channel A 

Subledger for cc5 and cc6 on Peer 2 and 3, listening on channel B 
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A peer may have 1 system ledger and multiple subledgers 
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Transaction Hashed onto System Ledger

Peer 1 Peer 2 Peer 3 Peer 4 

System Ledger for cc1 on Peer 1, 2, 3, and 4, listening on channel A 

Subledger for cc5 and cc6 on Peer 2 and 3, listening on channel B 
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Application may hash subledger transactions onto other ledgers 
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Peer High Availability

•  Peer is stateless
•  Ledger may run independence of peer process (like a database with client 

interface)

•  Goal is to enable (but not implement) peer clustering in Fabric 1.0
–  Any number of nodes (running peer code) may serve as 1 peer with 1 membership 

identity
–  A proxy may load balance Proposals to peers
–  1 node (committer) may join channels which the peer is authorized, but better 

performance if either the proxy joins channels and distributes the Blocks or nodes divide 
up the channels among themselves
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Deployment Scenarios

•  Development: Peer + Consenter on 1 node
•  Simple: Few Peers and Consenters
•  Scalable: Many Peers and a Consensus Service


